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Abstract and keywords:

In team invasion sports, tactical behaviour can be examined using spatio-temporal data, i.e. the
position of the players at a given time. A review of the spatio-temporal metrics used in team
invasion sports performance analysis indicated that thousands of variations of metrics being used.
Information about the distribution of metrics' individual effects can inform us of the best variableselection method. The aim of this pilot study was to estimate the distribution of strong marginal
effects of spatio-temporal metrics of field hockey plays. With institutional ethical approval, the
Womens’ and Mens’ gold medal games from the EuroHockey 2015 field hockey tournament were
recorded. Best, acceptable and worst-case outcomes for plays were described by 1,837 spatiotemporal metrics. Each metric's marginal effects were estimated using Cramér's V, Mutual
Information and the I-score. Values for Cramér's V of 0.2 and 0.4 to mark the boundaries of small,
moderate and large effects. Less than 1% of metrics show large effects with > 87% of all metrics
showing small effects as per the Cramér's V thresholds. These large effect metrics where all within
the 98th percentile of Mutual Information values and within the 96th percentile of the I-score values,
which supports the Cramér's V distribution of marginal effects. Therefore, according to the
recommendations of Tibshirani (1996), univariate variable-selection methods will be the most
appropriate for selecting important metrics.

Keywords: team invasion sports, variable-selection, marginal effects
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INTRODUCTION
The goal of sports performance analysis is to create a competitive advantage by providing useful
advice to athletes and support staff. To achieve this the analyst must appropriately measure and
evaluate behaviour. There is no shortage of metrics to measure behaviour (Karcher and Buchheit,
2014; Lanzoni et al., 2011; Podgórski and Pawlak, 2011) and an abundance of data is being
collected in some high profile sports like association football and basketball. Analysts must select
the most appropriate metrics for their purposes; available resources limit the amount and type of
data which can be collected.
Team invasion sports are characterised by two teams attempting to score points by invading their
opponent's territory, e.g. football sports, hockey sports and basketball (Read and Edwards, 1997). A
team's behvaiour is often quantified using metrics relating to player locations at a given time
(Gudmundsson and Horton, 2016). This spatio-temporal data is easily translated into many metrics
that describe the point, line and surface relations of players and the ball over time. The number of
spatio-temporal metrics quickly becomes large as the number of players and the duration of play
increases, and as newly applied analysis methods produce novel metrics.
Analysts need a method to help decide which metrics are most important. Methods can either
evalute metrics based on their individual effects, also known as marginal effects, or based on their
combined effect with other metrics, also known as interaction effects. It is important that the
methods used reflect the true relationships in the dataset because each method works best under
certain assumptions. For example, selecting metrics based on their marginal effects would assume
that metrics' relationships to performance are independent. In contrast, selecting metrics based on
their interaction effects allows for the idea that metrics might be measuring the same or similar
relationships. Selecting metrics based on marginal effects is typically less computationally
expensive than using interaction effects so it might be preferred when resources are constained. The
disadvantage is that, although one metric might show a strong effect, there might be a combination
of metrics that provide greater information. The subtleties of the interaction effects might make the
important difference in the top end of elite sport performance where differences between teams are
small.
Tibshirani (1996) suggested some guidance for deciding which methods to use. If there are an
obvious subset of inputs that strongly relate to the output then univariate selection methods work
best. Haws et al. (2015) suggested that this could be evidenced by having a small number of strong
marginal effects. Examples of univariate variable-selection methods include measures of marginal
effects or interaction effect methods like minimum-redundency-maximal-relevance (Peng et al.,
2005; see Ng and Breiman, 2005 for discussion on univariate and bivariate variable selection
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methods). If, on the other hand, there is no obvious subset of inputs that clearly and strongly relate
to the output, then sparse regression methods, such as LASSO regression (Tibshirani, 1996), are
best. This scenario could be evidenced by moderately amount variables with strong and/or moderate
marginal effects. The first step toward appropriately selecting metrics is therefore to estimate the
distribution of strong effects. The aim of this pilot study was to estimate the distribution of strong
effects of spatio-temporal metrics of field hockey plays.

METHODS
Data Collection
With institutional ethical approval, the Womens’ and Mens’ gold medal games from the
EuroHockey 2015 field hockey tournament were recorded using a static 4K camcorder (Sony FDRAX1). The camcorder was positioned 14 m from the side of the pitch, approximately in line with
the halfway line and at an elevation of 7 m. A 0.3x fisheye lens was used to maximise the pitch in
the field of view. An HD camcorder was used to record the games from an elevation behind one of
the goals. This second camcorder was allowed to pan and zoom to follow the ball during the game.
The performances of interest in this study were plays: a duration of gameplay starting when an
attacker with possession crosses the 23 m line and ending when one of three outcomes occurred.
These outcomes represented Best, Acceptable and Worst case scenarios for an offensive field
hockey play (Table 1). At the moment of an outcome, the locations of all players on the pitch were
digitised, calibrated and undistorted using in-house software. The second camcorder view was used
to help locate players that were obscured in the primary view. Data for 233 plays were collected.
Data Processing
Using the spatial and temporal data extracted from the footage, 1,837 spatio-temporal metrics were
computed to describe each play; The complete list of each metric is available at
doi.org/10.17032/shu-160004. We will not describe the metrics here because the purpose of this
study is instead to understand the distribution of marginal effects amongst the metric set. All
metrics were discretised because the methods used to estimate marginal effects require discrete data.
Analysis
We used three methods to estimate metrics' marginal effects: Cramér's V, Mutual Information and
the I-score. A metric’s marginal effect is that metric’s isolated effect on the outcome when all other
variables are ignored. These measure were our proxy for metrics’ true effects. Each method
estimates a marginal effect in a different way. Truly important metrics should score highly for all
methods. Cramér's V is a measure of association between nominal variables, which in our case are
our discrete metrics. Values less than 0.2 indicate small effects, values between 0.2 and 0.4 indicate
moderate effects, and values above 0.4 indicate large effects. Mutual Information is a measure of
mutual dependency between two variables (Peng et al., 2005). It measures the amount of
information about one variable that can be determined from the other. The I-score measures the
difference between the actual and expected count of a particular outcome (Chernoff et al., 2009). It
has a minimum of 0 meaning that the independent variable has no influence on the dependent
variable. In this study, the independent variables are each metric and the dependent variable is the
outcome type. The I-score is similar to Cramér's V but is not dependent on the degress of freedom,
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which makes it useful when extended to multiple variables. This characteristic makes the I-score
particularly useful for studying interaction effects.
Each of the three outcomes were compared in pairs: Best vs. Worst, Best vs. Acceptable,
Acceptable vs. Worst. For each comparison, the marginal effect of each metric was first determined
by Cramér's V because it has prescribed thresholds for large, moderate and small effects. The
Mutual Information and I-score for each large effect metric was examined and its percentile
calculated. If the large effect metrics (as per Cramér's V) are truly important then they should all be
within high percetiles of Mutual Information and I-score, also.

RESULTS
In all comparisons, ≤ 1% of metrics show large effects and > 87% of metrics show small effects, as
determined by Cramér's V (Figure 1). This small number of large effect metrics where all within the
98th percentile of Cramér's V values, the 98th percentile of Mutual Information values and within the
96th percentile of the I-score values.

DISCUSSION
All three methods for estimating marginal effects of metrics suggested that there are relatively many
metrics with small marginal effects, few with moderate effects and relatively very few with large
marginal effects. Importantly, those metrics that were deemed to have large effects based on their
Cramér's V also scored highest for Mutual Information and I-score. The agreement between the
measures of marginal effect suggests that the distribution of marginal effects is representative.
Haws et al. (2015) worked on a problem similar to ours in the area of genomic selection, i.e. very
many independent variables and relatively few observations. The study of Haws et al. (2015)
highlights the influence that the choice of analysis method has on the conclusions that can be made,
which is why we took care to triangulate our estimates of marginal effect. It must be noted that our
conclusions are limited to the dataset, metrics and statistics used.
The purpose of this study was to estimate the distribution of marginal effects because of its
influence on the appropriateness of variable-selection methods (Tibshirani, 1996). Using
appropriate methods to select important variables is not just a pedantic concern but a practical one.
Resources are limited in the elite sport for both athletes and support staff. Committing such limited
resources to inappropriate recommendations can be detrimental in the short duration of an Olympic
cycle where there is little time to make the most of interventions or correct mistakes.
Our results suggest that univariate variable-selection methods would be most appropriate, based on
Tibshirani's (1996) suggestions. It is important to note that the method which Tibshirani's used to
represent univariate variable-selection methods was only appropriate for variable counts up to 30. In
the past two decades, advances have been made in the field of genomic selection, which attempt to
determine influential gene expressions from a set of tens of thousands of candidate genes. Methods
such as the I-score (Chernoff et al., 2009) and minimum-redundency-maximal-relevance (Peng et
al., 2005) are variable-selection method that have been specifically design for problems with a large
number of variables and few observations. Many of the best genomic selection methods take
interaction effects into account making them particularly useful for team sports where the adversial
and cooperative performances of players are of interest.
5

CONCLUSIONS
The dataset investigated had a small number of metrics strongly related to outcome of plays.
According to the recommendations of Tibshirani (1996), univariate variable-selection methods will
be the most appropriate for selecting important metrics.
Data availability statement
Due to confidentiality agreements with research funders, the underlying research data can be
accessed from SHU Repository for Data at doi.org/10.17032/shu-160004 by request only. Data can
only be accessed with the permission of all funders.
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